GOVERNMENT

DEGREE COLLEGE, DHARMANAGAR
Office of the Principal Dharmanagar,
North Tripura www.gdcdharmanagar.in
gdcdmr@rediffmaiLcom

NOTIFICATION
No.F.ll(2)-GDC/DMR/RUSA/2020/

Sealed Tenders/Quotations

,9'3

Dated: Dharmanagar, The 23rd Dec, 2020

are invited from the interested "Authorized service provider/software

developer" of India for up gradation of existing automation of different wings of office of our college
as a composite package, also upgrade the current system as well as website with android application
development. Also up gradation of existing hosting server of 5 GB to 10GB (at least) for the next 10
year, also update domain ownership for next 10 years. The Tenders/Quotations are to be made for the
development of user friendly software with and without data entry having been compatible to already
existing automated library software as well as windows and Unix operating systems. Along with the
quotation project details for the same to be submitted mentioning clearly terms and conditions. Whole
project should be completed within 45 days from the day or issuing work order and at least three years
of technical support to be provided to the institution. Details of project description of office
automation and android application to be found on Annexure-I, Details of hosting server up gradation
and domain renewal description to be found on Annexure-Il.
through our college Email ID gdcdmr@rediffmail.com.
address: gdcdmr@rediffmail.com

Further information may be sought

Proposal request can be sent to the E-Mail

or by registered post on or before 5tb January,

2020 3:00 PM.
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Sri Goutam Das
Principal-in-Charge
Government Degree College
Dharmanagar, North Tripura
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GOVERNMENT

DEGREE COLLEGE, DHARMANAGAR
Office of the Principal Dharmanagar,
North Tripura www.gdcdharmanagar.in
gdcdmr@rediffmail.com
ANNEXURE-I

Project description

of office automation

& android app development

(Scope of Work):

SINo

Item(s)

1

Up gradation of existing automation of
The existing software should be customize and
different wings of our college/office such as update as per our personal requirement. Each
store, establishment, cash, examination,
department needs additional reports and features on
admission, billing sections etc as a
their existing module, that should be update as per
their requirement. Vendor should visit each
composite package
department and gather information regarding their
needs on their software module and that should be
implementing on their said module. The whole
system should be tested and implemented by the
vendor itself. Vendor should trained and guide our
staff for operating their module confidently. Our
user should run their module by themselves after
completing the said training.
Our departments currently communicate with
Android Application development
student / faculty or update their notice on oUI
college website ( www.gdcdharmanagar.in ) . We
want the same should be on the android application
as students are more friendly with mobile app. The
details features of the android application should be
gathered from departments and implement the
same.

2

Description/Specification
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GOVERNMENT

DEGREE COLLEGE~ DHARMANAGAR
Office of the Principal Dharmanagar,
North Tripura www.gdcdhannanagar.in
gdcdmr@rediffmail.com

ANNEXURE-II
Up gradation of Hosting Server and Domain Renewal (Scope of Work):
SINo
1

Up gradation of existing hosting server.

2

Update domain renewal

Item(s)

Description/Specification

Server Type: Shared
Server OS : Linux
Security Tool: Yes
Space: 10GB (atleast)
Monthly Data Bandwidth: 100GB
Duration: 10 Year
SSL : Not required
Server should installed following software(s):
PHP7.1, MySql, Wordpress,
Domain name: www.gdcdharmanagar.co.in
Duration : 10 year
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DEGREE COLLEGE, DHARMANAGAR
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Office of the Principal Dharrnanagar,
North Tripura www.gdcdhannanagar.in
gdcdmr@rediffmail.com
TERMS & CONDITION

1

The supplier/manufacturer
should carefully place the quotation of the items/apparatus
which they can supply
reliably and in due time. Unnecessary quoting of items which they will be unable to supply at later stage at the time of
issuing supply order could results in penalty or as decided by the
Concerned College authority and can also leads to cancelling of purchase order of the same.

2

Supplier must have 10years of experience on this field. Should supply all credential and record for the valuation.

3

The supplier/manufacturer

can quote for any or all of the annexure. However, Quotation should be submitted

separately for each annexure. In the quotation our notification reference number should be mentioned separately for
each of the quotation as mentioned in the corresponding annexure.
4

The quotation must contain a valid supplier reference number and date. The validity of the quotation should be at
least 45 days. The supplier quotation number should be separate corresponding to each annexure they quote.

5

The quotation should contain detail specification of the items as and whenever expected with brand name, details
accessories provided etc. Wherever quotation for a complete set is requested should imply including the accessories
needed for the experiment. The price of all/part accessories which are not included in main set/unit should be
mentioned separately along with specification.

6

It should be noted that no advance payments in any form for supplying the materials will be made to the competent
supplier quoting the lowest price and to whom the purchase/supply order will be issued. The payment will only be
made after satisfactory delivery of items in good condition and after checking, installation & demo etc, (as and
wherever required). If however any supplier needs any advance payment it should be exclusively mentioned in their
quotation and for this if or when payment is to be made a valid documents and receipts should be provided or handed
over at the time
of receiving the advance payments to concerned authority.

7

It should be noted that no payment will be made towards packing, freight, forwarding, handling and transportation to
F.O.R destination Govt. Degree College, Dharmanagar. So it only GST/SESS/surcharges (if any) as applied will be
applicable only on the actual quoted items. The GST/CESS/Surcharges etc. should be separately mentioned in the
quotation. If supplier needs to add the transportation charges (if any) it should be mentioned separately as a
percentage of actual value (e.g. say 18%). For comparison the price/cost of items as required then will be calculated/
considered by adding actual values and other charges like transportation if any [excluding only the taxes
(GST/SESS etc.).]

8

It should be noted that the items quoted with specification should matches with the actual items they
supply. If at the time of checking, delivery it is found that the items quality and specification differs from what asked
for, it will be rejected then and thereby and the payment will not be made.

9

Supplier should provide their TIN/GST etc. registration no. in the quotation.

The supplier/manufacturer
or alike whoever
comply with the above terms and conditions
Would imply their agreement on the same.
N.B : COMPARISON

WILL BE MADE ON EXPERIENCE, QUALITY

be submitting quotations should
and thus submitting a quotation

OF JOB & GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT
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